The Smithy
by Gari Melchers

Few pictures express more eloquently Gari Melchers’
robust truth of observation and sympathy for his
subject than his portrait of the village tinker and his
family in The Smithy.
Gari Melchers painted The Smithy in Holland at
the height of his career, sometime around 1899. To
construct his picture, he employed a proven formula,
a nearly life-size portrait group organized within a
shallow interior setting.
Jan Carels, a favorite Dutch model of Melchers,
poses front and center as a metalsmith in the
ubiquitous Dutch brass and copper trade. The setting
is the smith’s workshop, its requisite forge or smithy
just out of view to the right and the tools of his trade
at his elbow and along the back wall. He is flanked by his family, one assumes, an apprentice son and a respectable daughter
or daughter-in-law, quite possibly Carels’ real-life daughter Pietje. The household’s calico cat nestles up against the smith,
providing an extra touch of domestic warmth to the portrait group.
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The Naturalists chronicled provincial life by reproducing the representative
attitudes, costumes, traditions, and setting of a region. Their goal was to portray their
subjects as they actually were, warts and all, a practice that earned them the moniker
“Apostles of Ugliness.”
It was a common convention for the Naturalists to
position their subjects as if sitting before the camera
in an attempt to replicate the documentary look of
photography, an artifice Melchers employed in The
Smithy and countless other examples. Melchers’
subjects are so strongly individualized that they can
be classified as both anonymous scenes of everyday
life and faithfully rendered portraits.
But it was not enough to capture a precise
likeness. To get at the inner life of his subjects was an important pictorial objective, and though many of the models
were simple, uncomplicated laborers, Melchers was careful to avoid stereotypes. Critics found him to be so insightful in
his characterization of the Dutch that they mistook him for a native. One biographer was so impressed by his authentic
portrayal of fishermen that he declared, “You can sniff the sea in it!”
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Gari Melchers’ portraits of wholesome rustic types were popular with art lovers hungry for picturesque Old World
subjects. Working-class imagery was not his own invention. Like many artists working abroad in the third quarter of the
19th century, Melchers fell under the spell of the Naturalist movement, led by artists such as Jules Bastien-Lepage (French,
1848-1884) and Wilhelm Leibl (German, 1844-1900).
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Gari Melchers shared an affinity for working-class portraits with his
American peers, painters like Frank Duveneck and the early William
Merritt Chase, and like them, found that coarse, paint-laden brushstrokes
suited these rustic subjects. Where Melchers differed was in his rejection of
a minimal use of color and dramatic value contrasts in favor of even lighting
and modern decorative color, and he introduced just enough anecdotal detail
to stimulate the imagination.
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The Smithy possesses that same spark of life. Jan Carels’ smith is a
formidable figure, and Melchers underscores his physicality by giving him a
ruddy countenance burnished by the heat of the forge, an unwavering gaze
that hints of a strong will, and powerfully sized hands restrained against the
lap of his leather apron. His rounded shoulders belie the toll of life’s labor,
and a slightly gaping mouth implies a certain vacuousness. Compare the
smith to his young apprentice, whose life is yet ahead of him; he is trim,
upright, and engaged in his trade. The milk-skinned country girl, strapping
in carriage and proud as a peacock with that “ridiculous hat,” as one critic
observed, is also the genuine article.

Above all else, it is the earnest and humane
tenor of his painting that distinguishes Melchers’ work from that of others. He liked his
subjects and admired them for their work ethic, devotion to family, and simple, godly ways.
Nothing burned in him more than to bring them to life. There isn’t anything particularly
touching or remarkable about the scene of the smith and family, but as reviewers repeated
over and over, “How alive they are!” Critics never tired of The Smithy’s power to engage the
viewer. “All are figures which he has reproduced with an honesty and force which gives
them an intense feeling of vitality,” as one reviewer observed, producing “faces that linger
in the mind like music.”
There the critic had hit upon something. In his portrayal
of everyday types, of old salts and earthy fishwives,
Melchers uncovered timeless beauty and the unchanging
story of a sturdy race. Each time he found an unforgettable
face, he went back again to mine the depths of its humanity,
so that the smith’s daughter applies her charms once again
in Shore Leave and Girl With a Hat, and the expressive face
of Jan Carels reemerges as the forlorn Pilot and the tender
grandfather in Old and Young.
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The Smithy has enjoyed a long and critically successful
exhibition history. Over and over critics responded to it by saying how favorably it
compared to other artists’ works and that it was “a canvas for which, we are certain,
posterity will award a high place in art, for here is
humanity rendered with craftsman’s skill, with simplicity,
directness, and abiding truth of observation.”

